Good for you. Good for planet earth.

The Axia® chair has a modular construction. In other
words, it is made up of separate parts. The benefit of this
is that parts are easily replaced and chairs can be built to
your specific requirements. A modified seat, wider armrests, a higher backrest. BMA provides bespoke chairs
for everyone!

Seating comfort for everyone

We are all unique and all sit differently. What’s more, we
are sitting more and for longer. And that’s why a responsible office chair is essential. So you can sit in all health
and comfort. Day in, day out.

Axia® customisation
just the right support
for everyone

As specialist in the field of sitting, BMA Ergonomics has
a solution for everyone. User-specific modifications to a
chair mean that every user sits comfortably on an Axia®.

Give it a Try!

We look forward to telling you all about ergonomics and
your perfect chair. Not only with our expert eye, but also
with great pleasure. Sitting properly is after all our passion. And we’re keen that you enjoy it too. Which is why
we are offering you the chance to try out a chair entirely
free of any obligation. For we are keen for you to feel the
difference. And because we are certain that a BMA chair
is just what you need!
Do you require a bespoke chair?
Then please do not hesitate
to contact us.
We look forward to
helping you!

One extra benefit is that, after years of intensive use, you
only have to replace the parts that truly require replacement. Good for you, good for your wallet and good for
planet earth.

www.bma-ergonomics.com
info@bma-ergonomics.com
Tel: +31 (0) 38 428 00 40

www.bma-ergonomics.com

Small or light?

Tall or heavy?

Also for medical issues

Are you small or light? Then it is likely that you do not like
sitting on a standard chair. The armrests are too far apart,
the seat is too high even in its lowest setting, or the chair
gives too much counter pressure. The solution is a chair
with a modular construction that can be adapted to your
height and weight. In short, a bespoke chair from BMA!

Are you tall or heavy? Then you probably maintain an
unnatural posture. With bent wrists and raised shoulders. Or slouching. This can lead to health problems.
A BMA chair sees a unique challenge in every person
and provides optimum support. Even if you are taller or
heavier.

Maybe you have a pronounced hollow back or suffer
joint problems. Or you’ve recently had a hernia. Then
the right support is more important than ever. Pelvic instability, varicose veins or a painful coccyx all require
targeted modifications to the chair so you remain fit and
relaxed throughout the day and beyond. BMA will adjust the seat, backrest, armrests or head rests for you.

Axia® customisation
is available for all
types of Axia®
in any model
Seat cushions with extra foam

Armrests with extra foam
Inflatable backrests

Scrotum recess

Coccyx recess

